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8 April, 1970

Memo to : Vin Lally

From : E. W. Lichfield

Subject : Digi GHOST Flight

Balloon train configuration was as follows:
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Flight Objectives:

1. Test new electronics under flight conditions.

2. Measure temperature in electronics package.

3. Test system of rotating package and measure rotation rate.

U. Simulate radio altimeter with pulses from conventional GHOST.

New electronic configuration is essentially a magnetometer circuit that 
can also measure a reference voltage and a temperature.

The magnetometer circuit is an improved version of the nulling type 
system that I have been working with. The nulling current to the 
magnetometer sensor produces a voltage that controls a VCO, (the 
technique you suggested). I included a reference channel because I 
felt there would be errors introduced by the VCO circuit. However 
ground tests showed so much stability that I really do not know how to 
apply reference corrections.

I did not see more than 1 bit of change in reference over the temperature 
range of +10°C and +liO°C.

Below 0°C things come completely apart. I am convinced for this week 
that the problem is in the tuning coils of the tuned amplifier. (Thus 
the request for new coils).

Magnetometer readings were also stable to less than 1 bit accuracy 
during ground tests except at low temperature (below + 0°C).

Knowing we had a temperature problem we decided to fly anyway and gamble 
that we could maintain sufficient package temperature. We added a 
black poly skirt to absorb extra solar radiation. (Package diagram).
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-Vent hole (diameter 5/8") 
soft foam

- V  rigid paper covered foam black outside 
-PC boards (3 sides)

Solar panel
Magnetometer - rigid mounting 
Black poly skirt with hole in bottom

■*-----------Suspension line
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To vertical the magnetometer we hung the entire package from the 
ceiling and rotated the package, adjusting the suspension lines until the 
magnetometer read the same at all rotation angles. During this 
adjustment a 150 gm weight was attached to the bottom suspension line.
The package was visably out of vertical by the time magnetometer vertical 
was reached (approximately 3°).

Rotation:

Three vanes with I4.50 pitch were attached to the top of the package.
The rising warmed air flowing over the vanes would produce the rotation.
A side looking cadmium sulphide photo cell driving a Schmidt trigger <• s 
to count rotations. Rotations totalized by the time since angle circuit. 
This test was only partly a success. The first letter should have been 
the same at all times. However this letter changed indicating 
circuit errors. Last 2 letters were count of rotation rate. Data 
indicates a variable rotation rate with rotation as high as 30 RPM.
Because of uncertainty of circuit performance I am not sure of this 
rotation data. But after looking at the plot of conventional GHOST 
sun angle data I am convinced that the rotation was rather vigorous.
The sun angle data shows angle spread of 2,k . Neil is certain his 
alignment wasn't that bad. I think we have a compound pendulum going 
driven by the package rotation. This swinging is also present in the 
magnetometer data. Moral : Don't rotate package rapidly.

Magnetometer:

I am confident we have a winner in the magnetometer, (providing I can 
hold package temperature above +10°C or solve coil problem). First 
day data shows a data spread of * 2 bits. I am convinced most of this 
is due to package swing. Simple data smoothing gives a confidence 
of reading to + \  bit. The package has been travelling north most of 
the time, the last magnetometer reading was .186 gauss (Christchurch .550). 
I see Brews mentioned a magnetometer problem on the TWX. This is 
strictly a temperature problem at high sun angles. (See temperature).

Reference:

The reference either holds right on SGK to WRK or goes to worms at low 
temperature. SGK is ground calibration.

Temperature:

The electronics temperature shows a temperature peak at low sun angles 
at about + 30°C dropping to + 2i;0C for a 1±2° sun angle. I haven't 
looked in detail at much of the data but there is a very large temperature 
drop at high sun angles. It may be occulting. This temperature 
drop causes the problem Brews mentioned via telex. When temperature 
drops causing reference to go wonky magnetometer and temperature data 
should be thrown out.
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Radio Altimeter:

The radio altimeter experiment worked well. This data is unaffected 
by the low temperature problem. We added a divide by 2 seven times 
module to the conventional GHOST package and increased the unijunction 
clock frequency. Digi GHOST counts the clock directly and standard 
GHOST looks at the pulses after count down. The seven stages of 
division was not enough to give good resolution on Digi GHOST.

Readability of Data:

Since we have 2 packages on board we have an excellent comparison 
between the readability of Digi and conventional. Conventional can be 
read through more noise but Digi was copied for 5 consecutive days and 
heard on the 6th day (today). The conventional package was copied 
for 2 hours today.

P.S. This is being typed on the 7th day (not the Sabbath) but we are 
copying both Digi GHOST and conventional package.


